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Planion is a 3D Animation studio based in Ho Chi Minh city.
It is one among the very few studios in Vietnam to offer an 
in-house full pipeline animation service. 

Since 2016, Planion has earned good reputation for its appealing 
quality of works and flexible workforce.

30+
Projects, large and small, DELIVERED

350+
Characters and Props/Sets DESIGNED and MODELED

300000+
Frames ANIMATED and RENDERED

A NEW ANIMATION PRODUCTION HOUSE 



SERVICES

3D modeling Character design Rigging

Keyframe animation Look development and VFX

Animation seriesAnimated ads, shorts, TVCs







WHY CHOOSING PLANION ANIMATION?

Artistic Eyes
The use of animated characters creates deep first 
impression toward audience, which is why Planion 
Animation exists: to create characters that stands for 
visual-motion quality. After all, animation is more than 
just knowing the tools.

Full pipeline
With talents to cover all the production stages, and able 
to work across stages, we are able to pull out the 
complete production pipeline from making concept, 
R&D, to execution. This is to guarantee your project is 
the least likely to be disclosed, instant internal 
communication, unified workflow and data sharing.

Endurant workforce
For more than five years working as individuals and two 
years working under the same roof, we are a strong 
team to tackle technical difficulties and motivate each 
other. Plus, we can pat ourselves on the back when 
things get worse.

In-house render farm
This feature will help you reduce the cost to its bottom.
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Thank you for your time!
To see more of our works, please scroll down.

CONTACT US !
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME
CONTACT US FOR TO GET YOUR BELOVED PROJECT RUNNING
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